Signature Series, from Hamilton Meat,
redefines the fine dining experience. Our
carefully selected, hand-cut beef steaks,
pork chops, and lamb dishes represent the
pinnacle of quality and superb taste. If your
customers are looking the best of the best,
Hamilton Signature Series delivers.

BEEF SERIES
Chuck Zabuton Steak

This little-known Japanese steak was originally cut from Kobe
Beef. We have reinvented the steak using the Serratus Ventralis
(Chuck Flap) from Hamilton’s 1855 Angus Beef, giving your
guests a one of a kind steak eating experience.
HMP Code: 1115Z23088

Top Sirloin Baseball Cut

Of all the beef cuts out there, the Top Sirloin is widely
recognized to have exceptional “Beefy” flavor. Hamilton’s
1855 Angus Beef is perfectly aged and cut into baseball
steaks giving the true steak eater something they can savor.
HMP Code: 1184F02188

N.Y. Steak “Block Cut”

The play on the traditional New York steak gives the
chef another color to paint with. The block shape lends
itself to creative presentations, and Hamilton’s 1855
Angus Beef yields fabulous flavor.
HMP Code: 1180B23088
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Pinwheel
Steak

Eye of Ribeye
A “cut above” the traditional
Ribeye steak cut, Hamilton’s
Cedar River Farms Natural
Beef Eye of Ribeye distills
down the essence of a premium
steak. Give your guests this
elevated steak experience.
HMP Code: 1112C20468

The Spinalis is a highly marbled thin
steak, which is expertly crafted into
pinwheel roulades. When featured as a
nightly special, any steak connoisseur
will immediately recognize the
scarcity of this cut. Flavor will exceed
guest’s expectations when cut from
Hamilton’s Cedar River Farms
Natural Beef.
HMP Code: 1112D20468

Flank Steak Individual
(London Broil)
Hamilton’s Cedar River
Farms Natural Beef
shines in this classic steak
cut. Traditionally served in
it’s much larger iteration, we
portion the flank steak into a
single serving new classic that
can wow your guests.
HMP Code: 1193M02468

Grandma’s
Mini Pot Roast

“Comfort Food” recipes are on the
rise on American menus. What
better offering than to feature
Hamilton’s Grass Run Farms
Beef Mini Pot Roast on your menu.
Great for specials, or every day of
the week.
HMP Code: 1116DM05W8
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Caveman Chop
(Long Bone)
No better way to celebrate a special
occasion than to present this steak to share.
Weighing in at almost 3lbs, the Caveman
Chop is certainly a head turner. Cut from
Hamilton’s USDA Prime Beef, the
eating experience will be memorable.
HMP Code: 1103M01008

PORK SERIES
Pork Flat Iron
Pork Pot Roast
18oz Mini Netted Roast
This cut gives any chef a plethora
of recipe options to utilize
Hamilton’s Duroc Pork,
known for its exceptional flavor
is cut into mini roasts and perfect
for the individual portion.
HMP Code: 1406M00508

DUROC

Turn the ordinary into
extraordinary, as you offer your
guests this lean pork cut, which
is ideally suited as a salad topper
or center of the plate application.
Shout the praises of Hamilton’s
Duroc Pork when you feature
this on your menu!
HMP Code: 1412MF0508
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Double Bone Pork Rack Chop
Hamilton’s Duroc Pork is on
Center Stage in this show stopper.
The quality of the pork is evident in
the marbling and flavor.
HMP Code: 1410M20508

DUROC

Pork Porterhouse
This traditional steakhouse cut is
on display in a delicious pork cut.
Lucky guests get to eat wonderful
morsels of the loin and tenderloin
cut from Hamilton’s Duroc
Pork for superior flavor and
marbling.
HMP Code: 1412010008 DUROC

LAMB SERIES
New Zealand Lamb Tenderloin
Lamb Tenderloins are one of the best kept
secrets in the meat world. Mild in flavor and
exceptionally tender, Hamilton’s New
Zealand Lamb Tenderloins can be utilized
for any appetizer or entrée dish, looking for
something out of the ordinary.
HMP Code: 1246002008
Refreshed

Australian Lamb Striploin
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The second best kept secret is the Lamb
Striploin. When cut into medallions, or
roasted and sliced whole, Hamilton’s
Australian Lamb Striploin allows
chefs to feature lamb in a unique
fashion and its approachable cost helps
maximize profitability.
HMP Code: 1232D03008
Refreshed

